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QUESTION 1

Which line must be added in the Python function to return the JSON object {“cat_9k”: “FXS193202SE”)? 

A. return (json.dumps({d[\\'hostname\\']: d[\\'serialNumber\\'] for d in json.loads(test_json)[\\'response\\']})) 

B. return (json.dumps({for d in json.loads(test_json)[\\'response\\']: d[\\'hostname\\']: d[\\'serialNumber\\']})) 

C. return (json.loads({d[\\'hostname\\']: d[\\'serialNumber\\'] for d in json.dumps(test_json)[\\'response\\'})) 

D. return (json.loads({for d in json.dumps(test_json)[\\'response\\']: d[\\'hostname\\']: d[\\'serialNumber\\']})) 

Correct Answer: A 

json.loads = from json to python json.dumps = from python to json 

 

QUESTION 2



Reler to the exhibit The EtherChannel between SW1 and SW2 is not operational. Which a coon will resolve the issue? 

A. Configure channel-group 1 mode active on GVO and G1 1 of SW2. 

B. Configure twitchport trunk encapsulation dot1q on SW1 and SW2. 

C. Configure channel-group 1 mode active on Gl\\'O and GM of SW1 . 

D. Configure switchport mode dynamic desirable on SW1 and SW2 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 



What is the result when a switch that is running PVST+ is added to this network? 

A. DSW2 operates in Rapid PVST+ and the new switch operates in PVST+ 

B. Both switches operate in the PVST+ mode 

C. Spanning tree is disabled automatically on the network 

D. Both switches operate in the Rapid PVST+ mode. 

Correct Answer: A 

From the output we see DSW2 is running in RSTP mode (in fact Rapid PVST+ mode as Cisco does not support RSTP
alone). When a new switch running PVST+ mode is added to the topology, they keep running the old STP instances as
RSTP (in fact Rapid PVST+) is compatible with PVST+. 

 

QUESTION 4

A Cisco DNA Center REST API sends a PUT to the /dna/intent/api/v1/network-device endpoint A response code of 504
is received What does the code indicate? 

A. The response timed out based on a configured interval 

B. The user does not have authorization to access this endpoint. 

C. The username and password are not correct 

D. The web server is not available 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 5

What mechanism does PIM use to forward multicast traffic? 

A. PIM sparse mode uses a pull model to deliver multicast traffic. 

B. PIM dense mode uses a pull model to deliver multicast traffic. 

C. PIM sparse mode uses receivers to register with the RP. 

D. PIM sparse mode uses a flood and prune model to deliver multicast traffic. 

Correct Answer: A 

PIM dense mode (PIM-DM) uses a push model to flood multicast traffic to every corner of the network. This push model
is a brute-force method of delivering data to the receivers. This method would be efficient in certain deployments in
which there are active receivers on every subnet in the network. PIM-DM initially floods multicast traffic throughout the
network. Routers that have no downstream neighbors prune the unwanted traffic. This process repeats every 3 minutes.
PIM Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) uses a pull model to deliver multicast traffic. Only network segments with active receivers
that have explicitly requested the data receive the traffic. PIM-SM distributes information about active sources by
forwarding data packets on the shared tree. Because PIM-SM uses shared trees (at least initially), it requires the use of
an RP. The RP must be administratively configured in the network. Answer C seems to be correct but it is not, PIM
spare mode uses sources (not receivers) to register with the RP. Sources register with the RP, and then data is
forwarded down the shared tree to the receivers. Reference: Selecting MPLS VPN Services Book, page 193 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. R1 and R2 are configured for EIGRP peering using authentication and the neighbors failed to come
up. Which action resolves the issue? 



A. Configure a matching key-id number on both routers. 

B. Configure a matching lowest key-id on both routers. 

C. Configure a matching key-chain name on both routers. 

D. Configure a matching authentication type on both routers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

In a Cisco Software Defined Networking (SDN) architecture, what is used to describe the API communication between
the SDN controller and the network elements (routers and switches) that it manages? 

A. Southbound API 

B. Northbound API 

C. Westbound API 

D. Eastbound API. 

Correct Answer: A 



 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario The East-WLC-2504A controller has a problem. When configuration changes are made to the Employees-
East-Wing AP Group that covers the East-Wing, none of the APs receive the updates. Refer to the exhibits to determine
where the problems are. 

Note, not all menu items, text boxes, or radio buttons are active. 

Which four changes must be made in the configuration of the East-WLC-2504A controller to restore functionality to the
Employees-East-Wing AP Group? (Choose four.) 

A. Change the AP in the Employees-East-Wing AP Group. 

B. Change the IP Address in the east-wing interface. 

C. Change the VLAN Identifier in the east-wing interface. 



D. Enable Dynamic AP Management in the east-wing interface. 

E. Change the Port Number to 2 in the east-wing interface. 

F. Add the Primary Controller and IP address to the 3700-East-Wing AP. 

G. Change the SSID in the Employees-East-Wing AP Group. 

H. Enable the Employees SSID 

Correct Answer: DFGH 

References: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/wireless-mobility/wireless-lan-wlan/69639-wlc- failover.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement about dynamic GRE between a headend router and a remote router is true? 

A. The headend router learns the IP address of the remote end router statically 

B. A GRE tunnel without an IP address has a status of administratively down 

C. GRE tunnels can be established when the remote router has a dynamic IP address 

D. The remote router initiates the tunnel connection 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibit. 

flow monitor FLOW-MONITOR-1 record netflow ipv6 original-inputexit 

! 

sampler SAMPLER-1mode deterministic 1 out-of 2 exit 

! ip cefipv6 cef! interface GigabieEthernet 0/0/0

ipv6 address 2001:DB8:2ABCD::2/48

ipv6 flow monitro FLOW-MONITOR-1 sampler SAMPLER-1 input 

What is the effect of introducing the sampler feature into the Flexible NetFlow configuration on the router? 

A. NetFlow updates to the collector are sent 50% less frequently. 

B. Every second IPv4 packet is forwarded to the collector for inspection. 

C. CPU and memory utilization are reduced when compared with what is required for full NetFlow. 

D. The resolution of sampling data increases, but it requires more performance from the router. 



Correct Answer: C 

it\\'s about what record the router is analyzing and not about what is been sent to the collector. 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which configuration must be implemented to establish EBGP peering between R1 and R2? 



A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 



 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit.R4 is experiencing packet drop when trying to reach 172.16.2.7 behind R2. Which action resolves
the issue? 

A. Insert a /24 floating static route on R2 toward R3 with metric 254. 

B. Disable auto summarization on R2. 

C. Insert a /16 floating static route on R2 toward R3 with metric 254. 

D. Enable auto summarization on all three routers R1, R2, and R3. 

Correct Answer: B 
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